RLAHA Martin Aitken Seminar Series

Trinity Term 2021
Thursdays 12:00 – 1:00 pm (BST)

Link to the Teams Channel:
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/channel/19%3a65821d8ca1b64c51a0c12b9189984e1a%40thread.tacv2/Martin%2520Aitken%2520Seminar%2520Series?groupId=550fb0dc-672f-428e-81c4-e3d5e5f63b47&tenantId=cc95de1b-97f5-4f93-b4ba-fe68b852cf91

20 Jan  Bethan Linscott (School of Archaeology)
Tracking Neanderthals: Reconstructing mobility through high resolution laser ablation strontium isotope analysis

27 Jan  Alex Weide (School of Archaeology)
Using functional weed ecology to understand Early Neolithic plant exploitation practices in southwest Asia

3 Feb  Victoria Sainsbury (School of Archaeology)
Flowing from the Severn? Roman glass in West Oxfordshire, Wiltshire and Gloucestershire

10 Feb  Sophy Charlton (School of Archaeology)
Genomic insights into multiple Upper Palaeolithic expansions into Britain

17 Feb  Elizabeth Stroud (School of Archaeology)
Title Forthcoming

24 Feb  Mica Jones (School of Archaeology)
Are you going to eat that? Animals, food and belief systems in Iron Age southern Africa (Tentative Title)

3 March  Lorena Becerra Valdivia (School of Archaeology)
Radiocarbon dating in archaeological applications (Tentative Title)

10 March  Joel Alves (School of Archaeology)
They all ran wild: How rabbits changed the Australian landscape (Tentative Title)